
On the 9th and the 10th of May 2023, the Greenvolve-
Green Cities with Smart Citizens project partners met
in Kuldiga, Latvia, for a transnational project meeting.
The event was organised by Kuldīgas Digitālo inovāciju

centres and was attended in person by partners from
CAM Consulting, ReadLab and Commune di Mantova

and online by partners from Oficina Provincial de la
Energía de Granada and Projects in Motion. The

partners discussed the following steps of their activities,
having decided that the Handbook on Green City

Elements, which was developed in the previous months,
is ready for release. They are building a database of good
practices on public consultation and citizen engagement
in green cities and have started the necessary technical

steps to create a Greenvolve Platform, which will include
both green city solutions and citizen engagement

suggestions from countries all around Europe. During
this meeting, the partners also got to discover the green

solutions implemented in the City of Kuldiga,
specifically the green energy electronic bus of the city.
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he Handbook on Green City Element is the
first result of the Greenvolve project.
Developed as a solution for incorporating
knowledge of green cities, the Handbook
elaborates on 69 identified green city
solutions, separated into five main
categories:  
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Stay tuned for the upcoming
events in each country if you want
to be involved in forming a more

sustainable and greener city! 

OurOur Next Steps Next Steps
The Greenvolve partners have agreed to

release the Handbook on Green City
Elements, which will be available online on
Greenvolve’s official website in June 2023,

first in English and then in all partner
languages Hungarian, Spanish, Italian,

Latvian and Greek. The Handbook contains a
wide range of green city elements, all
structured in the same order: a basic

introduction followed by a
description/principle of operation, main

features and closing up with the most
common challenges. The Handbook also

contains a trustworthy list of references for
further research.
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Where to find us
We invite you to visit our website and find more information about The

Greenvolve Project.
Our website is avilable in 6 languages

https://greenvolve-project.eu/

You can also follow us on: 

Linkedin

Instagram

Facebook


